Using professional interpreters in undergraduate medical consultation skills teaching
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Abstract: The ability to work with interpreters is a core skill for UK medical graduates. At the University of Sheffield Medical School, this teaching was identified as a gap in the curriculum. Teaching was developed to use professional interpreters in role-play, based on evidence that professional interpreters improve health outcomes for patients with limited English proficiency. Other principles guiding the development of the teaching were an experiential learning format, integration to the core consultation skills curriculum, and sustainable delivery. The session was aligned with existing consultation skills teaching to retain the small-group experiential format and general practitioner (GP) tutor. Core curricular time was found through conversion of an existing consultation skills session. Language pairs of professional interpreters worked with each small group, with one playing patient and the other playing interpreter. These professional interpreters attended training in the scenarios so that they could learn to act as patient and family interpreter. GP tutors attended training sessions to help them facilitate the session. This enhanced the sustainability of the session by providing a cohort of tutors able to pass on their expertise to new staff through the existing shadowing process. Tutors felt that the involvement of professional interpreters improved student engagement. Student evaluation of the teaching suggests that the learning objectives were achieved. Faculty evaluation by GP tutors suggests that they perceived the teaching to be worthwhile and that the training they received had helped improve their own clinical practice in consulting through interpreters. We offer the following recommendations to others who may be interested in developing teaching on interpreted consultations within their core curriculum: 1) consider recruiting professional interpreters as a teaching resource; 2) align the teaching to existing consultation skills sessions to aid integration; and 3) invest in faculty development for successful and sustainable delivery.
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Background
In this paper, we report on our experience of developing and introducing an interpreted consultation skills session using professional interpreters in the core undergraduate medical curriculum.

In the UK, The General Medical Council (GMC) states in its document “Tomorrow’s Doctors”, that medical students must “Communicate clearly, sensitively and effectively with individuals and groups regardless of their age, social, cultural or ethnic backgrounds or their disabilities, including when English is not the patient’s first language”.1 Students at the University of Sheffield Medical School have a 3-hour diversity seminar in their fourth year. This provides an essential foundation as to the importance of cultural influences on the consultation necessary for conducting interpreted consultations.2
However, specific teaching on skills required for interpreted consultations was identified as a gap in the curriculum.

The 2011 UK Census showed that there are 0.9 million people living in England and Wales who are “not proficient in English” and that only 65% of the “not-proficient in English” group described themselves as being in “good health” compared to 88% of those who are “proficient in English”. Studies have shown that patients with limited English proficiency (LEPs) often have poorer uptake of preventative care, decreased comprehension of their diagnoses, reduced adherence to treatment, lower satisfaction with care, and increased adverse events.

Interpreters appear to be underused by health professionals. This is sometimes related to a lack of availability of professional interpreting services but is also due to a culture of “getting by” without adequate interpretation. There is also overreliance on untrained, ad hoc bilingual staff and family members. Use of untrained interpreters may result in major errors in interpreting. Family members may sometimes be the patient’s preferred interpreters, but may also present issues of confidentiality and control. A systematic review in 2007 showed that the use of professional interpreters improved the quality of clinical care to approach or equal that for patients without language barriers. Comprehension, utilization of care, clinical outcomes, and satisfaction with care were improved, and in all these areas, professional interpreters were superior to untrained ad hoc and family interpreters.

A systematic review of cultural competence interventions showed that those targeting language barriers helped improve the knowledge, attitudes, and skills of health professionals. Given the evidence that professional interpreters significantly improve health outcomes for LEPs, one of the most important findings of training health professionals on consulting through interpreters is that they are more likely to use a professional interpreter.

When developing interpreted consultation teaching for final year medical students, we considered it important to recruit professional interpreters to play the role of the interpreter in order to demonstrate best practice. The literature provides little guidance on recruiting professional interpreters to this role.

Institutional context

During their final primary care attachment, small groups of six to eight students are given the chance to role-play the doctor in three afternoon consultation skills workshops using actors as patients and general practitioner (GP) tutors as facilitators. Observing students give peer feedback based on the Calgary–Cambridge observation guides. These small groups have the same GP tutor for all three sessions.

Finding core curricular time is often a constraint to innovation in medical curricula. We overcame this through conversion of the third existing consultation skills teaching session into an interpreted consultation skills session.

Design of teaching

The aim of the teaching session was to improve medical students’ ability to provide care for patients with LEP. The learning objectives were:

- To improve student confidence in consulting through interpreters.
- To recognize the strengths of using a professional interpreter in patients with LEP.
- To understand and experience the various techniques that help optimize the use of an interpreter in a triadic consultation.

There were four main principles guiding our design of the interpreted consultation skills workshop.

Using professional interpreters in role-play

In order for students to recognize the strengths of using professional interpreters, it was considered important to recruit professional interpreters to role-play as interpreters. Using professional interpreters overcame the problem of how to train lay bilingual people in the skills of professional interpreters. Further, this would be an opportunity for students to learn from professional interpreters about their perspectives on what is helpful in real-life consultations.

Professional interpreters recruited by the Sheffield Community Access and Interpreting Service (SCAIS), undergo a thorough language assessment of all the languages they speak as well as training on codes of practice, including the importance of full and accurate translation, confidentiality, and impartiality. Initial training lasts a minimum of 2 days and many go on to complete the Diploma in Public Service Interpreting from the Chartered Institute of Linguists.

Experiential learning techniques

There is a consensus in the literature that the most effective teaching methods for consultation skills teaching are experiential and that instructional methods are not effective. The essential characteristics of experiential learning about consultations skills include small-group/one-to-one learning, observation, detailed individualized feedback, and practice of skills. Published articles on teaching interpreted
consultations that describe using role-play-based teaching report an improvement in student knowledge and skills.20-22 Some institutions have attempted to use web-based modules; however, evaluation of these courses has shown an improvement in knowledge of how to conduct interpreted consultations but no improvement in skills.23,24

Integration to core curriculum
Integrating this teaching with existing core consultation skills teaching would make sure that all students received teaching on this core skill as per the GMC. Additionally, it would help make the point that interpreted consultation skills are an extension of the standard consultation skills, with many skills being transferable to same-language consultations (Table 1).

Building in sustainability
GP tutors learn consultation skills during postgraduate specialist training and therefore have the foundations to facilitate such teaching. However, they are unlikely to have been taught how to consult through interpreters and, depending on where they were working, would have variable experience of interpreted consultations. Staff development of the small-group GP tutors was considered important to build sustainability into the session through developing skills, sharing a common vision, and creating a pool of expertise for future training needs.

Development of teaching
Format of session
We decided to use the existing resource of GP tutors who facilitate consultations skill sessions for two reasons: firstly, as they were experienced at experiential small-group teaching, and, secondly, as this would capitalize on the secure, small-group dynamic that they would have built up in the previous weeks.

Alongside the Calgary–Cambridge observation guides, additional feedback guidance was developed for students to use in giving peer feedback (Table 2). This was adapted from an interpreter scale that was developed for formative assessment of standardized patient interpreted consultations and validated against the Interpreter Impact Rating Scale (IIRS) and the Faculty Observer Rating Scale (FORS).25

In our standard consultation skills sessions, each small group has the same actor for each session. This allows the GP tutor facilitating the session more agency in how long to spend on each scenario. For interpreted consultation skills teaching we required two people speaking the same language (language pairing) to play patient and interpreter for each scenario. We considered the model of training each language pairing in one scenario each and rotating them between small groups.21 However, we decided to maintain tutor flexibility of facilitation by allocating a language pairing to each small group for the whole session. Language pairings working with a student group for a whole session would need to learn more scenarios than having them rotate through groups; however, this had the advantage of minimizing the change to process for both students and tutors and reducing the risk of stereotyping through the inadvertent linkage of some scenarios with certain communities. The additional cost of having two people working with a small group instead of one was small and easily accommodated by the medical school.

Development of scenarios
In line with existing consultation skills sessions, scenarios were written to require the student to employ a patient–centered
approach to explore the patient’s ideas, concerns, and expectations. The cultural aspects of these ideas, concerns, and expectations were written so that they could be true for patients from any community. Scenarios were developed from the real-life interpreted consultations experienced by GPs working in the department as well as through consultation with academics at the University of Leeds.21 Although the use of family interpreters can have disadvantages, this form of interpretation is common and it was considered important that students learn strategies to manage potential challenges such as the family member partially blocking access to the patient by speaking for them, not fully translating or having their own agenda. Similarly, telephone interpretation, which may be the only option or preferred option in some situations, has additional challenges to do with the lack of nonverbal communication. Four scenarios were written for use in the session: two for face-to-face professional interpreters, one for a family interpreter, and one for professional telephone interpretation. The topics for the scenarios were a patient with a headache who has an underlying grief, a patient attending for blood results that show a new diagnosis of type 2 diabetes, a patient with viral diarrhea attending with a family interpreter whose agenda is to have the patient continue to work in the family food business, and a patient with indigestion (telephone interpreter).

GP tutor training
All existing GP tutors were trained in how to facilitate the session in 3-hour training sessions which contained the same elements of learning as the proposed student session. The training included looking at the evidence basis for this teaching in order to highlight the importance of this teaching in terms of patient health outcomes. Then a brainstorming exercise was carried out about GP tutors’ experience of what makes such consultations effective, as well as exercises illuminating the unconscious use of language full of idioms and medical jargon. Instead of role-play, we examined videotaped interpreted consultations from the Royal College of General Practitioners (RCGP) resource “Valuing Diversity”.26

A handbook was developed as a resource for the GP tutors to help them deliver the sessions and covered all the material in the training sessions including the scenarios, student feedback guide, and how to draw out learning points. The handbook also lent sustainability to faculty training, as all new GP tutors shadow an existing GP tutor for a module (8 weeks) before they start teaching and so would have seen the teaching in action. The handbook would then act as additional guide to these GP tutors and substitute the need for further and on-going faculty training workshops.

Recruitment and training of interpreters
For recruitment of language pairings, we tried at first to find bilingual actors to play the role of patients who could work with professional interpreters. However, these were difficult to find and therefore it was decided to recruit language pairings of interpreters and train them to act in the role of the patient as well as family interpreter. This work was advertised through the local interpreting service, and interested language pairings were invited to training workshops. The workshops had similar elements to the GP tutor workshops although with a greater emphasis on practicing the role of the patient and family interpreter in the scenarios. Volunteer medical students were recruited to play the role of the doctor in these workshops so that we could refine the level of challenge in the scenarios as well as make sure we had given enough information on the scenario for the students to read prior to participating in the role-play. A number of interpreters struggled to act as patients or as a family interpreter, as this did not involve working from a script but understanding the role and being able to act flexibly in response to the student playing the doctor. It was therefore possible to recruit only six language pairings, who were then employed by the university on an ad hoc basis. The languages recruited were Cantonese, Mandarin, Arabic, Spanish, Punjabi, and Polish.

In the first year of delivery (2011), some of the interpreters canceled at short notice, resulting in the breaking of their language pairs. This was overcome in several ways such as asking a bilingual student of the right language from the small group to fill in as “patient”, drafting in a contact of the interpreter present, or asking an interpreter pairing to do two groups back to back. By employing these strategies, no sessions had to be canceled.

It was not possible to fully investigate the reasons for these late cancelations, although in some instances, it was a case of unforeseeable family issues taking priority. It was noted that the interpreters were being paid the same as other actors, and that this was less than for normal National Health Service (NHS) work, which may have taken priority. Also it was hypothesized that the infrequent commitment required from interpreters of only two sessions every 3–4 months was not enough to command loyalty to the program.

After running the session for a year (2011), recruitment of the interpreters was changed. From 2012, interpreters have been recruited directly from the local interpreting service instead of by the university on an ad hoc basis. This has had
three advantages. Firstly, it puts the interpreter pay for the teaching session at par with their clinical work, eliminating the problem of NHS work being given priority. Secondly, interpreters deal with the same employer for all their work, easing processes. Thirdly, the interpreting service has access to other interpreters of the required language at the last minute if this is required.

Following the change in process to recruiting professional interpreters directly from the interpreting service, there have been no further issues with interpreter attendance in 2012. Since the session was first introduced, a cohort of professional interpreters has been developed who have worked with our medical school for a period of time. Annual training for our professional interpreters maintains quality of teaching and reinforces commitment to the session. This training is delivered by a GP tutor and a language pairing of interpreters who have been involved in the teaching session from the start and who are committed to its continuation.

In terms of GP tutor training, on-going sustainability was demonstrated by two new GP tutors who joined in 2012. These tutors were able to deliver the sessions independently after shadowing an existing tutor for a single session and then using the handbook.

**Evaluation of teaching**

**Methods**

Evaluation of the session was sought in two ways: firstly through a student questionnaire, and secondly, through GP tutor feedback. Ethics approval for these two forms of evaluation was granted by the University of Sheffield Medical School’s Ethics Committee.

**Student questionnaire**

A student questionnaire was developed containing quantitative and qualitative components to evaluate the learning objectives of the session (Supplementary material). It was presented to students at the end of the teaching session in order to maximize recruitment.

A confidence rating ranking scale using a Likert scale with five categories was used to determine whether the students felt that the teaching had resulted in a change in their self-rated ability. Students were asked to rate their confidence in consulting through interpreters “before the session” and “after the session” on the same questionnaire. As they were recording their confidence before the session” retrospectively, this had the potential to exaggerate their response. We tried to mitigate this effect by placing the questions on separate pages.

A nonparametric statistical hypothesis test, the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, was used to compare the two measurements (before and after) on the single (student) sample to assess whether the population mean ranks differed. *P*-values <0.05 were regarded as significant.

Qualitative free-text data was obtained through an open-ended question on what they felt had informed any change in confidence.

Students were asked to tick which characteristics of interpretation they thought were useful so that these could be matched against the strengths of a professional interpreter. An options list of possible characteristics was offered and included those associated with professional training (accuracy, neutrality, confidentiality, and professional training) and those that are not (known to the patient). This was done to provide an internal check for reliability.

Knowledge and understanding of the various techniques that are helpful in interpreted consultations were assessed by asking students to mark techniques against a scale of usefulness. Again, statements on desirable techniques were interspersed with undesirable techniques to check whether the statements were read and answered consciously.

Students were also asked whether they would recommend the session to their peers. An open-ended question for further comments or suggestions was included to allow students to expand on their feedback.

In terms of Kirkpatrick’s four-level model of evaluation, the questionnaire looked at two levels of evaluation outcomes: Level 1 (reaction) and Level 2 (learning). However, it was unable to look at Level 3 (behavior), which would need longitudinal follow-up to see whether the skills learned in training were being employed by doctors in their clinical practice, or Level 4 (results) to ascertain whether patient outcomes had actually been improved as a result of this training.

Over 2 years, 274 students were asked to fill in the questionnaire. The questionnaires were numbered, and responses were coded and entered into an SPSS database for analysis. Thematic analysis of the student comments from the open-ended questions was conducted separately by the lead author and a colleague familiar with the session.

**GP tutor feedback**

GP tutor feedback was sought at the end of the first year of implementation through group discussion. The group discussion format was used to allow GP tutors the opportunity to identify and discuss the potential strengths and weaknesses of the session and for the possibility of group consensus on any view about future developments. We used a convenience...
sample of the eight GP tutors due to teach the first module of 2012. These tutors had all taught at least two modules in the first year of implementation. At the time we had a total of 13 small-group GP tutors of whom eight work in any given module, and there are four modules in a year. As the allocation of teaching modules is a random process with eight tutors constituting over 60% of all tutors, the group was considered a representative sample of GP tutors.

Participant information sheets and consent forms were included in the University Ethics Approval to conduct the feedback groups. GP tutors were emailed invitations to participate, with an attached information sheet. This detailed the purpose of the feedback group, its voluntary nature, that they were free to withdraw at any time, why they had been chosen, and how the data would be recorded, kept secure, and anonymized.

The lead author facilitated the group discussion, with another researcher taking field notes to aid transcription. The group discussion lasted approximately 1 hour and was audiotaped and later transcribed using a transcription service. Thematic analysis was conducted independently by both researchers, who then met to agree on key themes.

**Results**

**Student questionnaire**

The response rate was 89% (243/274) over the 2 years. Ninety-four percent (228/243) of students marked that they would recommend the session to their peers.

Twenty-four percent (58/243) of students provided additional free-text comments in the “any other comments/suggestions” area. The comments concentrated on the usefulness of the teaching to future clinical practice and requests for more teaching in this. Requests for more teaching were further detailed with suggestions on how this may be achieved, such as additional sessions or smaller groups.

Figure 1 illustrates a clear positive shift in confidence with most students going up one or two points on the Likert scale. This shift was statistically significant (using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test) with a P-value of <0.001. There was one student whose confidence decreased from “very confident” to “quite confident”. Twelve (5%) students did not change in confidence.

Table 3 summarizes the themes that emerged from the factors students thought had influenced their change in confidence.

Students consistently ticked as “useful” the attributes associated with professional interpreters such as accuracy (100%), neutrality (100%), confidentiality (100%), and professional training (97%), as opposed to those that are not, such as “known to the patient” (16%) (Supplementary material).

Students marked as “useful” those skills and techniques that are associated with effective interpreted consultations such as positioning of patient and interpreter (97%) maintaining eye contact with patient (99%), addressing patient directly (99%), and using simple jargon-free language (100%), and marked those that are not associated with effective consultations as “not useful” such as largely maintaining eye contact with interpreter (84%) and speaking loudly (68%) (Supplementary material).

![Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com/)[Figure 1](https://www.dovepress.com) Student self-rated change in confidence in consulting through interpreters before and after the teaching session.
All tutors found that professional interpreters facilitated teaching as they engaged the students in an authentic experience as well as giving them practical tips from real clinical practice. This is illustrated by the following quotes:

I think the students actually listen to what the interpreters say because this is real and I found that quite valuable that they’re getting it direct from somebody not me telling them this is what I found. [GP 2]

The interpreter I had for my session was excellent and gave them lots of actual practical tips and kind of said this is what makes my job harder or easier. [GP 4]

One tutor also pointed out that, in order for the teaching resources to be effective, professional interpreters need to be engaged with the teaching and we should bear this in mind during recruitment.

Source some of the good ones from the ones that were really keen on the role. You are using them much more as a teaching resource then. [GP 6]

All tutors commented that they felt the training had been important to help them deliver the session. They felt that additional training sessions for new tutors were not required given that the existing training process involved shadowing an existing tutor for a module and they would have the benefit of the handbook guide. There were no dissenting voices.

The training day was very good and I think you have to think about people who are coming in the future so I think the handbook does cover kind of what we were discussing at the training. [GP 2]

A strong theme that emerged in the GP tutor feedback was the usefulness and relevance of the training they had received to their clinical practice and how this training had filled a gap in their own skills. The following quotes are illustrative:

It’s revolutionized how I do my own practice with interpreting patients. [GP 2]

It makes you feel some of our colleagues should go through the same training. [GP 5]

In terms of improvements in the content of the session, one GP mentioned that her students had felt they would have all liked to have had an opportunity to play doctor in this teaching session.

One of the main things that my students have said is that they would all like to practice with the interpreters. It is like oh I wanted to do it with them and I wouldn’t have

### Feedback from GP tutors

The GP tutors all expressed support and commitment to the teaching on the basis of its value to medical students’ future clinical practice. Additionally, some tutors mentioned that the students were well aware of the importance of this session. The following quotes illustrate these sentiments.

I think it’s extremely effective. There are very few things where one session makes a significant impact on your career and this is one of them. [GP 8]

And I think they are really up for it. They are aware of the fact that they are going to come across it or they’ve already come across it. [GP 6]

The majority of GP tutors felt that the session integrated well into the core consultation skills teaching in terms of process as well as learning. This is illustrated by the following quote:

It’s the same skills as the Cambridge–Calgary framework but just emphasized. [GP 1]

Only one tutor partly dissented from this view, being concerned that conversion of an existing session may have had a negative effect on acquisition of other consultation skills.

It would have been better to have this session as an extra session so that students could all still have three attempts at normal consultation skills. [GP 3]
volunteered last week if I'd have known I could have done it with them this week. [GP 7]

As this mirrored the student feedback, the GP tutors were asked about potentially “hot-seating” to give the students all an opportunity for active participation. This involved the scenario being interrupted halfway and another student coming in to complete the consultation. This was debated but rejected, as the general consensus was that observing students are still very much active in learning and should get as much out of the experience. This was consistent with the principle guiding the other consultation skills sessions.

Discussion

The purpose of developing this session on interpreted consultations was to improve students’ ability to care for patients with limited English proficiency. The analysis of the evaluation provides many reasons for optimism that the delivered teaching session did indeed move toward this aim.

Students’ self-reported confidence moved definitively (Figure 1). The Wilcoxon signed-rank test indicated a highly significant shift, showing this increase in confidence to be a true result. The large proportion of students who gained confidence in the session, and their comments on the reasons behind this, reinforce the need for this teaching session. Although measuring student self-rated confidence is evaluation at Level 1 of Kirkpatrick’s model (reaction), the GP tutors’ comments about the applicability of the training to their own clinical practice could be argued to equate to Level 3 on the Kirkpatrick model, indicating transfer of learning and change of behavior.27 The tutor comments add face validity to the applicability of this training for future clinical practice and are a useful surrogate for longitudinal studies.

The qualitative feedback in the student free-text comments (Table 3) helps to both understand and validate the quantitative shift in student confidence and represents a form of methodological triangulation. Many students commented on how they had not previously participated in interpreted consultations and this was not covered elsewhere in the curriculum, which would explain the general low level of confidence prior to the session. The magnitude of the shift (in most cases being one or two points up the Likert scale) is what would be expected from a single teaching session. Students recognized that confidence would come with iteration of the experience and reflection on the experience. Indeed, the small-group experiential nature of the learning was mentioned by many students as important in helping to improve their confidence. This is consistent with evidence on the best methods for learning consultation skills.28

In detailing their increased ability to conduct interpreted consultations, students often commented on specific skills that constituted new knowledge for them (positioning, use of first person, eye contact, effect of jargons, etc.). This qualitative data tallies with the tick-box questions (Supplementary material) where students have only marked as “useful” those skills that are known to be important to effective interpreted consultations.28

Learning on cultural aspects of interpreted consultations was embedded in the scenarios, and these were commented on as being realistic, diverse, and challenging.

In terms of recognizing the importance of using a professional interpreter, students marked as “useful” attributes associated with professional interpreters such as accuracy, confidentiality, professional training, and neutrality (Supplementary material). Student free-text comments highlight that feedback from the professional interpreters and their insights into real-life practice are important to their learning, and this is supported by GP tutor comments on high student engagement with professional interpreters.

General comments on “more sessions” and “really useful” suggest students felt that this teaching was filling a real educational void important to future clinical practice. Further support for the effectiveness of teaching session is shown by the fact that 94% of students would recommend it to their peers.

Limitations of the evaluation

There are certain limitations to the evaluation. The student evaluation is self-reporting and, as this teaching session was addressing a gap in learning, any teaching (regardless of length, design, and quality) may have been highly evaluated. In other studies, web-based teaching on consulting through interpreters was highly regarded by students despite the fact that, compared to role-play-based methods, it did not actually improve their skills.23 Also we recognize that students were not able to make an assessment of whether there had been a loss of learning from the conversion of an existing session. Having said this, it is interesting that none of the students commented on a loss of a “usual” consultation skills session which may have been, as they have had other opportunities for consultation skills training in previous years. Also, most of the tutors saw the session as teaching skills required for both “usual” and interpreted consultation skills.

Despite these limitations, 2 years of consistency in student feedback and positive feedback from GP tutors,
Invest in faculty development for successful and sustainable delivery

Previous published work has described how faculty development can be a powerful instrument of curricular change by developing consensus on educational content and generating support and enthusiasm for implementation of the change. Implementation of change often relies on the degree of value congruence between the developers and implementers of change. Value congruence is described as the extent to which individual teacher’s codes of practice coincide with the training providers’ views of “good practice”. In order to generate enthusiasm and support for delivering interpreted consultations, the tutor training sessions started with an outline of the evidence for the importance of this teaching. This value congruence was articulated by the GP tutors in feedback groups and can explain why, despite the problems with interpreter reliability in the first year, support from the GP tutors remained strong.

It has been noted that very few programs plan for the training of new members of staff who arrive after the program commences. Staff development through training all existing GP tutors significantly enhanced the sustainability of the session by providing a cohort of tutors skilled in facilitation and able to pass on their expertise to new staff through the existing shadowing process. This was backed up through written teaching resources in the form of a tutor handbook. Indeed, new tutors who joined us after the initial training was over did not require any training over and above existing shadowing processes. Staff development was therefore built in to the program without the need for on-going training programs. We recommend investing in staff development as the basis of successful and sustainable delivery.

Conclusion

Our experience is consistent with previously published work in terms of the confidence and skills students gain through participating in teaching on interpreted consultations. What this work adds is that this teaching can be integrated into the curriculum even where there are resource constraints through alignment with existing consultation skills sessions. Also, training GP tutors to facilitate this session had a positive impact on their own ability to consult through interpreters, lending face validity to this teaching as well as sustainability to the delivery of the session. Finally, our experience suggests that professional interpreters can be recruited and trained as teaching resources and their real-life clinical experience can engage students in the learning. In terms of improving
health outcomes for patients with LEP, the use of professional interpreters demonstrates best practice.
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Supplementary material
Consulting through interpreters: student evaluation form

We would like to continue developing this educational session and very much appreciate your feedback. Your results will be kept safe and confidential.

Before this training session, how confident were you in consulting through an interpreter? (please circle)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all confident</th>
<th>Not very confident</th>
<th>Somewhat confident</th>
<th>Quite confident</th>
<th>Very confident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How useful do you think are the following characteristics in a good interpreter?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all useful</th>
<th>Not very useful</th>
<th>Quite useful</th>
<th>Very useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendliness</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known to the patient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional training</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

How useful do you think are the following when consulting through an interpreter?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all useful</th>
<th>Not very useful</th>
<th>Quite useful</th>
<th>Very useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positioning of patient and interpreter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using simple jargon-free language</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking loudly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a phrase book</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largely maintaining eye contact with the patient</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largely maintaining eye contact with the interpreter</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the patient directly</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using one sentence at a time</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of cultural influences on the consultation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Would you recommend this training to your peers?

Y/N (please circle)

After this training session, how confident are you in consulting through an interpreter? (please circle)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all confident</th>
<th>Not very confident</th>
<th>Somewhat confident</th>
<th>Quite confident</th>
<th>Very confident</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please comment on the factors that have influenced your response to the previous question.

Any other comments/suggestions?

Additional results of student questionnaire referred to in article

How useful do you think are the following characteristics in a good interpreter?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all useful</th>
<th>Not very useful</th>
<th>Quite useful</th>
<th>Very useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>11% (26)</td>
<td>89% (217)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friendliness</td>
<td>0% (1)</td>
<td>15% (36)</td>
<td>57% (139)</td>
<td>28% (67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutrality</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>21% (50)</td>
<td>79% (193)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Confidentiality</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (1)</td>
<td>2% (4)</td>
<td>98% (238)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Known to the patient</td>
<td>35% (86)</td>
<td>49% (118)</td>
<td>14% (33)</td>
<td>2% (6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional training</td>
<td>1% (3)</td>
<td>6% (15)</td>
<td>44% (106)</td>
<td>49% (119)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
How useful do you think are the following when consulting through an interpreter?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Not at all useful</th>
<th>Not very useful</th>
<th>Quite useful</th>
<th>Very useful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positioning of patient and interpreter</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>3% (7)</td>
<td>65% (158)</td>
<td>32% (78)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using simple jargon-free language</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>20% (48)</td>
<td>80% (195)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Speaking loudly</td>
<td>19% (46)</td>
<td>49% (120)</td>
<td>26% (63)</td>
<td>6% (14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using a phrase book</td>
<td>26% (62)</td>
<td>62% (149)</td>
<td>11% (26)</td>
<td>1% (3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largely maintaining eye contact with the patient</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>1% (2)</td>
<td>25% (61)</td>
<td>74% (180)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Largely maintaining eye contact with the interpreter</td>
<td>27% (66)</td>
<td>55% (133)</td>
<td>16% (39)</td>
<td>2% (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Addressing the patient directly</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>0% (1)</td>
<td>19% (45)</td>
<td>81% (197)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using one sentence at a time</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>3% (7)</td>
<td>36% (88)</td>
<td>61% (148)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of cultural influences on the consultation</td>
<td>0% (0)</td>
<td>3% (7)</td>
<td>42% (101)</td>
<td>55% (135)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>